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1. Tnt OtvrsuusMAi\'sDntrrRscol{rr{uxDATroN

The Ombudsman has made the'following draft recommendation:

The Commission should, as soon as possiblg include references to all the
documents within the meaning of Article 3(a) of Regulation 104912001 that
are in its possession in the register foreseen by Article I I of this regulation
to the extent that this has not vet been done,

The Commission understands that this draft recomroendation is based on the
following findings:

(l)

(2)

(5)

(6)

(3)

(4)

The term "documents" is defrned in Article 3a); there is no evidence that the
legislator intended this term to have a different meaning in Article I l.
Therefore, all documents defined in Article 3(a) are also covered by
Article I I (parq$aph 2.6 of the &aft recommendation).

A citizen cannot make proper use of his&er right of access if he/she does not
know which documents are held by the institution (paragraph 2.7).

The Regulation does not particularly focus on the legislative aotivity of the
EU institutions (paragaph 2.8).

The registers cunentiy operated by the Commission do not provide
references to many documents concerning its activities that are in its
possession (paragraph 2.9).

It should be possible for tirs Commission to set up a comprehensive register
of documents on the birsis of the existing internal registers (paragraph 2.10).

The Commission has had zufficient tirne to take the necessary measures for
setting up a comprehensive register. There is no clear guarantee that the new
internal registration system will lead to a proper public register, in particular
with regard to documents drawn up or received before the new regisftation
system will become operational. The Commission has not given a precise
date by which ttre public regrster will be in full conformity with Artiole t I of
the Regulation (paragraphs 2.11 to 2,14).

2. PosrrrouoFTIrECorvt}rtssrox

2.1. Definitiqn of 'rdocumenfr

The Comrnission reiterates that the very wide definition of the term
"document" in Article 3(a) is not compatible with a fully exhaustive and
comprehensive register of documents. Counties with legislation on access to
documents associated with public registers have in their legislation a more
precise and more limited def,rnition of "documents", Conversely, in counhies
with legislation on "freedom of information" there are generally no registers.



2,2.

The community legislation combines both features The public registers are
a very valuable instnrment for citizens in identifying documents ttrut *igttt
be of interest to them. However, the scope of the right of access exceeds the
cov€rage 9f the public registers insofar as access oan be requested to "any
cohtent, whatever its medium".

The commission acknowledges that the coverage of its registers needs to be
extended. However, it takes the view that it cannot be inferred from the
wording of Article 11 that the public registers should cover all documents
held by the irstitutions.

Possibility for citizens to exercise their right of access

It is absolutely clgl that. public registers enable citizens to identify
documents that could be of interest to them. A search in a register makes it
possible, either to have direct access to documents in etecionic form or,
where the text is not directly available, to formulate a precise request, which
is in the interest of the applicant but also ofthe institution,

The fact that the register does not contain references to all documents does
not prevent applicanls to make requests for access. The practice in the
commission shows that requests are often formulated. in broad terms, so as
to inolude every conceivable document related to a given subject. In such
cases, it is up to the Commission's services to ldenti$, 

'the 
relevant

documents and to hand them out to the applicant or to explain the reasons
why they cannot be disclosed. The processing of such..qr.rt, is very similar
to_the processing of requests for information made under aeedom of
information laws.

For these reasons, the commission considels that the fact that its registers do
not cover all documents in its possession, in practice, does not obstruct the
citizens' exercise oftheir right ofaccess.

Perticular focus on legislative activities

The conmission has ulr.udv informed in its opinions to the ombudsman
that the coverage of its registers will be increasbd gradually and that it is in
the pr-ocess of replacing the crurent IT systems oi registration to a single
cenhalised regishation system.

Regarding the cunerit coverage, the Commission recalls that it focused on
the legislative documents since the legislative activity of the community is
conurlon to the tluee institutions covered by lA,rticle zss Ec. The need to
assist citizens in searching tt'oush European legislation and dmft legislation
was felt as a priority. The comrnission's registers complement the iegisters
of the European Parliament and of the council and provide citizens with a
cornprehensive view of the legislative activity of the institutions.

In this regard the Commis5i6l sannot share the Ombudsman's finiling
mentioned under point 1(3) above since it is clear from Article 12 and
Regital (6) in the pleamble that the Regulation puts an emphasis on
Iegislative activities of the institutions.



However, the priority grven by the Commission to documents in relation
with legislation does not mean that the registers should not cover othcr
docunents. The Commission intends to further develop its registers in order
to include references to documents related to other activities.

2.4. setting up of a fulty comprehensive register brsed on internal
registration systems

As the Commission has stated in its opinions, each adminishative unit has its
own eleptronic system for registation and follow-up of its documents. There
are cornmon rules and common software for the registation of documents
but no single data base,

The commission is in the process of phasing out the existing system and
introducing a new centalised regisration system. some Directorates-
General operate the new system.(Ares). This new system will gradually be
intoduced in the whole of the Commission. Substantial financial and human
resources are being invested in this huge project (migration period 2009 to
2010).

The reason why under the cu:rent system (Adonis), there is no single
Commission'wide database is the lack of security Ievels in this system.
Therefore, each adninistative unit operates its orryn local register. The data
in Adonis has been entered under the assumption that it would only be seen
by a limited number of people, usualty the members of the relevant
administrative unit. Therefore, the records in the Adonis registers contain
information which legitirnately must be protected. For this reason the
i:rformation contained in the Adonis registers cannot simply be transferred
into a public register, Before transfer to a public register, every single Adonis
record would have to be vetted, and possibly edited, by a person who is
familiar with the subject matter.

. Such a screening and editing exercise of all existing Adonis records would
require considerable resoruces. The Commission intends starting transferring
records into a public.register once the new internal single registation system

r (Are$ has become operational.

3. Coxcr,ustonr

For the reasons mentioned above, the Commission agrees that it still has to increase
the coverage of its public registers and is comrnitted to firther develop them in the
interest of enhanced tansparency. However, it regrets that it is unable to accept the
Ombudsman's draft recommendation as it is forinulated since it suggests that the
register has to contain the references to all documents as defined in Article 3(a) of
the Regulation.

Indbed, it is logically impossible to combine a wide and imprecise definition of
documents with a fully comprehensive public register.
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